**Application**
DataCan’s Data2Desk system is used for permanent monitoring, diagnostic injection frac monitoring and off-set well monitoring. It allows the user to view well data in real time, from any location, using a secure web server.

**Features**
- 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week Remote Monitoring Data Stored on Site and on a Secure Web Server
  - www.data2desk.com
- Data can be Viewed from a Web Browser
- Data over Cellular with Optional Satellite Backup
- Optional Subdomain Specific to you
  - your_company_name.data2desk.com

**Benefits**
The Data2Desk system is cost effective and convenient as it saves the cost of having personnel drive out to site to check the well status. It also allows users to view current and historical data, observe data trends, set alarms and change data sampling rates, all from a secure web server.